Volunteer to make YOUR UMHS VOICE HEARD...

Think the VOICES program is made up of university employees only? Guess who helped improve parking options at the Health System.

Parking is never going to be an ideal situation at the hospital. However, a team of dedicated people — including UMHS people just like you — worked together on a VOICES of the Staff team to find ways to make parking a little better.

- Reserved parking spaces for off shift workers
- Later hours for the commuter bus system
- The 6:30 Med Express

All are examples of solutions that VOICES helped make happen!

Be part of the next big solutions to help make this a better place to work. VOICES of the Staff is looking for new volunteers. Help build and sustain connections at the Health System and across all sectors of the university by volunteering for service on a VOICES network team. VOICES of the Staff offers an opportunity to share ideas and define the campus community issues that matter most.

Applications are now being accepted for service on one of six network teams:

- Benefits, Health and Well-Being
- Career Development
- Environmental Stewardship
- Leadership Development
- Technology/Best Practices
- Work Climate

For more information or to volunteer for a VOICES network team, visit voices.umich.edu. The application deadline is March 31, 2010.